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ABSTRACT

A model has been developed for predicting mass and activity transport in the primary coolant circuits of
PWRs and VVERs with the objective of demonstrating and quantifying the importance of the electrochemical
corrosion potential (ECP) in determining the impact of both processes on reactor operation. The model initially
employs a radiolysis/mixed potential code to calculate the ECP at four locations (core, hot leg, steam generator,
cold leg) and the ECP is then used to estimate the local magnetite solubility. The solubility is then averaged
around the loop to yield the "background" solubility. Comparison of the background solubility with the local
solubility determines whether precipitation or dissolution will occur at any given point in the circuit under any
given set of conditions. It is further assumed that the concentration of 59CO in the coolant is given by the isotopic
fraction of this species compared with iron averaged over all materials and weighted by the respective wetted
areas. Activation of 59CO to 60CO is assumed to occur in the coolant phase by fast, epithermal, and thermal
neutron capture. The calculated activity is then used to train an artificial neural network (ANN) to establish
relationships between activity at any given location and the operating properties of the reactor, including coolant
pH, ECIP, temperature, power level, etc. The model predicts that during shut down, magnetite (and hence 59CO)

migrates to the core, where it is irradiated and activated, particularly during subsequent start-up. During start-up,
the magnetite (and hence 60CO) migrates from the core to out-of-core surfaces where it establishes the radiation
fields.

1 Work in part performed for M. S-W's MS thesis in the Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering at the

Pennsylvania State University.



INTRODUCTION

Radiation fields develop in out-of-core regions in nuclear reactors when iron- and nickel-based alloys
and other alloys e.g., Stellite) in contact with the primary recirculation fluid corrode 16]. The corrosion
products contain 5� Co (among other nuclides, such a 58Ni and 55 Fe) that is transported into the core where it is

subsequently transformed via neutron irradiation into 60CO, which is radioactive (y-emitter). As the result of
coolant chemistry changes , 60CO is then transported throughout the heat transport circuit, where it is

incorporated into the magnetite outer layer of the corrosion product outer layer that forms on the internal (carbon
steel) pipe surfaces. The magnetite outer layer of the passive film forms by an electro crystallization process

with iron acting as the carrier, so that the precipitated phase can be represented by Fe3-,CO,04 (X << 1) It

should be noted that the dissolution process [dissolution of Fe3O4 to form soluble Fe(II) or Fe(III) species] is also
an electrochemical process, because of the change in the average oxidation state of iron as it leaves the

magnetite lattice.

The goal of the present work was to develop a model for mass and activity transport that is
electrochemically realistic, noting that previous models have emphasized mass transport and thermal hydraulic

factors. While these factors are obviously important, it is our thesis that no model can successfully account for
activity transport in PWR primary circuits without recognizing the important (and possibly dominant) role played
by electrochemistry. The importance of electrochemical factors was demonstrated many years ago by Lister
and coworkers 3-6] in loop experiments and at the fundamental level by Macdonald and Owen 2] in their work
on the electrochemistry of iron in high temperature aqueous solutions. For example, Lister et al demonstrated

that the rate of pickup of radioactive species on a carbon steel surface depended upon the potential of the metal
with respect to a reference electrode. Importantly, the rate of incorporation of 60CO into the surface was

enhanced by shifting the potential in the negative or positive direction from the open circuit value. Enhancement
by negative polarization was attributed to the plating of cobalt onto the surface while that by positive polarization
can be attributed to the formation of the magnetite carrier. This latter postulate is consistent with the work of

Macdonald and Owen 2 who demonstrated that the formation of the outer layer of the passive film on iron in

contact with alkaline solution was an anodic electro crystallization process that can be represented by the

reaction

3Fe2+ 4H20 Fe304 + 8H+ + 2e_ (1)

It should be noted, magnetite also forms cathodically from Fe 3+ by the reaction

3 Fe3+ + 4H20 -> Fe304 + 8H+ + e (2)

but the concentration of Fe 3+ in the primary circuit of a PWR is so low that Reaction 2) is probably not important

compared with Reaction (1). Reaction 2 only becomes important for pH 25)>8 during normal reactor
operation and for pH(25)>l 1 during reactor cold shut-downs, and then only when the redox potential is high.

Since the initial work of Lister et al 36] and Macdonald and Owen 2 electrochemical factors have
been incorporated into models in an ad hoc fashion, which is never satisfactory from a modeling viewpoint. It is
the ad hoc nature of inclusion of electrochemical effects that the present model seeks to overcome.

ACTIVITY TRANSPORT MODEL

Overall Strategy

Because the incorporation and release of 60CO into/out of the outer layer is an electrochemical process,

the electrochemical potential (ECIP) is postulated to play an important role in the dynamics of distribution of
radioactive cobalt around the primary circuit. Noting that the ECP depends strongly upon the temperature, the
relative concentrations of hydrogen and of oxidizing species produced by the radiolysis of water, which in turn
depend on the power level of the reactor and water chemistry of the coolant, it is evident that the operating
conditions for the reactor can (and do) have a major impact on the build-up of radiation fields in out-of-core
components. In the present work, we have used a radiolysis model coupled with a mixed potential model and an
equilibrium chemistry model to calculate the ECP and pH at four points in the primary coolant 7,8]. These points
are in the core, the hot leg, the steam generator, and the cold leg. Average properties were employed for each
region in this study, simply because we were interested in exploring only the gross activity transport phenomena.

The radiolysis/ECP model employed has the capability of performing calculations at closely spaced points
(centimeters apart) around the entire circuit, in order to estimate the ECP and pH, so that detailed ECP maps of
the coolant circuit may be generated with the present software. In any event, once the ECIP is calculated, and

since the temperature and pH are known (sometime only the water chemistry and not the pH is known, in this
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case the model can be used to calculate the pH), we calculate the local concentrations of dissolved iron species
by assuming that the dissolution and precipitation of magnetite occurs under quasi-equilibrium control. Noting
that the iron species are transported by convection around the circuit, and that the fluid is highly turbulent, the
concentrations of the Fe(ll) and Fe(III) species, and hence the solubility of magnetite, become "homogenized" to
produce values that are averaged over the four locations. If the average solubility is found to be greater than the
local solubility of magnetite then precipitation is deemed to occur at a rate that is proportional to the difference.
On the other hand, if the coolant iron concentration is calculated to be less than that dictated by the local
magnetite solubility, dissolution occurs at a rate that is again proportional to the difference . 59CO is assumed to
be released upon dissolution of magnetite at the magnetite dissolution rate, but weighted by the fraction of this
species in the steels (including stainless steels, nickel-base alloys, and hard facing alloys, such as Stellite) and
the wetted area for each alloy. Data for these factors were supplied to us through the auspices of the IAEA.

Reaction Model

The radiolysis/ECP model (PWR IECIP) that was used to calculate the concentrations of water radiolysis
species, and hence used to estimate the ECIP, is similar in form to the models (e.g., RADIOCHEM) that we have
previously developed for modeling the electrochemistry of the primary circuits of BWRs. The models will not be
described in detail here, but the reader is directed to the extensive literature that exists on the modeling of

reactor coolant circuits 814]. Values for the pH at the operating temperature or/and room temperature, water
chemistry, temperature, power, water conductivity, and hydrogen level over several operating cycles of the
reactor, along with the reactor hydrodynamic characteristics, wet surface areas for each alloy, and alloy
composition data for both PWR and VVER reactors were supplied to us by the IAEA.

The reaction set used to describe the magnetite dissolution/deposition processes can be represented by

the general half-cell reactions

Fe304 + (8 - 3i)H+ + 2e_ �=> 3Fe(0H)1'-)+ + 4 - 3i)H 20, i = to 3 (3)

and

3Fe(OH) + 4 - 3i)H20 e- �#> Fe304 + (8 - 3i)H+, i=0,1 (4)

where the running integer, i, designates the hydrolyzed Fe(//) species as Fe'+ i = 0), Fe(OH)+ i = 1),

Fe(OH)' (i = 2 and Fe(OH)- (i = 3 and the Fe(///) species as Fe 3+ i =0) and Fe(OH)2+ (i= 1). Reliable
2 3

0
data are not available for the more hydrolyzed Fe(///) species [ Fe(OH)+, Fe(OH) ,Fe(OH) so that they2 3 41,

could not be included in the model. Because the primary circuit of a PWR or a VVER exists under highly
reducing conditions (at least at those locations of interest in this paper), the concentrations of the Fe(///) species

are predicted to be very low and hence are found to make an insignificant contribution to the solubility of
magnetite. The equilibrium potentials are then written as

E = E 0 - 2.303RT(3) log,. (a,,, 2.303RT 8 - i )pH (5)
I 1Ij F 2 F 2

and

e 6.909RT 2.303RT
E = E 10 I (all],+ � � (8 - 3i)pH (6)

I 111', F F

where E and E are the standard potentials for Reactions 3 and 4 and a is the activity of the i th111 111,1

hydrolysed Fe(11) or Fe(///) species. Now, the full cell reactions are readily written as

Fe3 04 + 6 - 3i)H + + H2 # 3Fe(OH) (2-i)+ + 4 - 3i)H20 (7)

and

3Fe(0H)('_')+ + 4 - 3i)H20 + 1/ 2)H2 Fe304 + 9 - 3i)H+ (8)I

The standard potentials, E,i and E are related to the changes in standard Gibbs energy for Reactions 7)11 III''

and (8), AGO', and AGO respectively, as
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EO =-AG' 12F (9)H'i /0

and
EO = -AG' / F ( 0)III, 111,1

Finally, the changes in standard Gibbs energy were calculated from the equation AGO/,,,', = -RT 1n(KH I III,,)

where K Im', is the equilibrium constant, values for which are given by Bohnsack 1 5].

Rearranging Equation (5) and 6 and assuming an ideal solution, such that the activity of a dissolved
species is equal to the molal concentration (m), and setting the equilibrium concentration equal to the ECIP we
obtain

log(mlli) 2F (E , - ECP - 8 - 3i)PH ( 1)
6.909RT 3

and

log(MI11j) F (ECP - E�'1,j - 8 - 3i)pH (12)
6.909RT

The solubility of magnetite for a given temperature, pH, and ECIP is then calculated as

S(T, pH, ECP) m,,, + Y mill,/ (13)
i=O i=O

The solubility was then used to calculate the specific activity (kBq/m3) of the alloy surfaces at the four locations
of interest (only one point at each location was calculated in this paper: core, hot leg, steam generator, cold leg).

In calculating the specific activity, we averaged the magnetite solubility over the four locations to yield
S,,,, as noted above. Thus, the "excess" solubility is given by

R = S S,�, ) (Moll1t) (14)

Note that if S-S,,, is positive, magnetite dissolution occurs, but if this quantity is negative deposition is indicated.
The concentration of 59CO in the magnetite was assumed to be equal to the average of those of the structural
materials in the primary circuit, with the contribution of each alloy being weighted by its wetted area. The rate of
activation is then calculated by multiplying the weighted concentration of 59Codissolved in the primary water, at
each one of the four positions, by the average rate constant for the activation reaction n + Co 60c +

E11111E1S=Z CNi Li[] (s-1), where a is the capture cross section and JN is the neutron flux [or and JNwere

I=1taken as the sum of those for fast, epithermal, and thermal neutrons] scaled with reactor power. For a PWR we
found that DFI- 959 x10-11 s-1 and for a VVER L-IFI- 763 x 10-1' s-1. The specific activity of 60CO in Becquerel/I
was calculated using the concentration of 59CO in the magnetite times Avogadro's number times 0. The

neutron fluxes used in performing these calculations were scaled linearly with reactor power. It is assumed that,
during the cold shut down of the reactor, the ionizing radiation flux (principally y) is about 1% of the full power

value. The efficiency of the filters for removing Co from the primary coolant circuits of PWR and VVER reactors
was assumed to be 96.6 %. The accumulated specific activity in GBq /M3 is obtained by adding the day-to-day
contributions to the specific activity due to Co at each location.

Artificial Neural Network

As noted above, an artificial neural network (ANN) was developed to establish relationships between the
concentration of magnetite at the four points of interest and various properties of the reactor primary coolant,
using the calculated concentration of magnetite as the target function. The inputs to the ANN were daily data for

the time, reactor power level, pH(T), temperature, hydrogen concentration, water conductivity, and ECIP at four
points in the primary coolant circuit (core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg) of a VVER. Once the net had

been trained to imitate the magnetite concentration (solubility) in the coolant, the net was then used to predict
magnetite solubility for a different reactor type (PWR), and hence to predict the local excess solubility (cf,
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Equation 14). The specific radiation activity is then calculated following the procedures outlined above. It is
important to notice that the ANN was not a necessary tool, because we did have the means of deterministically
calculating the solubility of magnetite in the primary coolant (Reaction Model above). However, the ANN is used
as a means greatly enhancing the speed of the magnetite dissolution/precipitation calculations, particularly when
a large number of locations are considered. Note also that, if measured activity versus location data are
available, the activity data could be used to train the net.

An ANN is a pattern recognition technique that mimics the brain of a living organism by simulating the
neurons and dendrites (interconnections) and their physiological operations. As in the case of a brain, an ANN is
first trained to perform a task and is then used to make predictions (testing phase). There are two types of
learning: with supervision and without supervision. When an ANN learns in a supervised manner, both inputs
and outputs are shown to the net and the weights of the dendrites are adjusted, so as to minimize the difference
between the predicted answer and the known result. However, during the "testing" phase, only the input is
provided to the net with the answer" providing the desired prediction. The ANN employed in the present work
was designed to be trained in a supervised manner, i.e., the ANN "learned" the relevant relationships between
magnetite solubility (and hence extents of sub saturation and super saturation) and the important chemistry
parameters (pH, hydrogen concentration, water conductivity, temperature, and ECP), and reactor operation
mode (power, time). As noted above, the net was trained using calculated magnetite solubility in a VVER, and
tested using the input parameters of a PWR. Thus, once the net was trained, the day-to-day operational and
water chemistry parameters of an actual plant were used as input to the ANN, and the ANN estimated the
concentrations of the different iron species considered as well as the total solubility, the extent of sub saturation
or super saturation, and the direction of transport. The latter was estimated by comparing the calculated
solubility of magnetite for the reactor core and the steam generator.

It is important to emphasize that we used the ANN only to demonstrate the concept that if input (plant
data) and outputs (calculated 6OCo activity, in our example) are available, the ANN can effectively mimic and
generalize the response on the activity to changes in plant operating conditions. No restrictions exist in
extending the model to other radioactive atoms, nor to using measured activity instead to calculated activity to
train the net. Also, the net should be readily adaptable to other reactor types (eg, BWRs).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dissolution/precipitation deterministic model as described above was used to calculate the
accumulated specific activity of 60CO in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg, as is shown in Figure .
The accumulated specific activity is expressed in GB/M3 as a function of real time for plant operation over 4
cycles. (One cycle is the duration between reactor start-up and shut down). As noted above, the data used in
training the model correspond to a VVER and it is assumed that the filter efficiency for the removal of 60CO in the
primary circuits of both reactors is 96.6%. Parenthetically, we note that the radiolysis/mixed potential model
predict that, for the \NER used to train the ANN, the ECP in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg
were predicted to be (typically) -0.35, 0.72, 0.75, and -0.60 V�hl under full power conditions, corresponding to
an outlet temperature of 295 OC, pH 300 'C) = 6.3 - 9.3, [H2 = 2.7 - 5.1 cc/kg, with the values for the pH and
hydrogen concentration varying on a day-to-day basis (the actual day-to-day values were used in the
simulations shown in Figure 1). Under cold shut down conditions, where the reactor power is zero (but the dose
rate of ionizing radiation was assumed to be % of the full power value) and the temperature is 35 OC, the ECP
is estimated to be 0.42 Vhe at all locations, in spite of the significant amount of hydrogen in the coolant.

Figure 1: Specific activity for 60CO versus real time (cycles). A 96.6% efficiency of the filters clean up
system is considered. The curves indicated specific activity in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and
cold leg as indicated. 

Calculated specific and accumulated activity due to Co at the four locations for a VVER over four
operating cycles are shown in Figures and 2 During initial, steady state, full power 6operation, the specific
activity in the core is predicted to increase monotonically with time. Simultaneously, Co in the out-of-core
regions is predicted to monotonically decrease with time as magnetite moves to the reactor core and/or because
of day-to-day changes in the pH (typically increases from 63 to 93 at 300 'C) and hydrogen concentration
(typically varies over the range of 2.7 to 5.1 cc/kg) during a cycle. Note, again, that actual plant data were
employed in the present analysis. Toward the end of each cycle, the in-core activity is predicted to reach a
constant value.
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Shut down and start-ups produce significant transients in the coolant chemistry and those transients are
reflected in the activity transport as seen most clearly by examining the temporal variations in both the specific
activity (Figure 1) and the accumulated activity (Figure 2 Thus, a sudden increase in the specific activity in all
locations during shut down occurs because of the transport of magnetite (and hence 60CO) into the core from the
external locations as the temperature of the coolant decreases. During start up, as the temperature of the
coolant increases, the core temporarily releases 6Co to the external surfaces at a rapid rate, but during
subsequent normal operation, the activity at the external locations slowly decreases, as noted previously, while

that in the core increases due to the continued irradiation of 59Co and the slow transport of magnetite to the
core. The total activity in the system is predicted to increase with cycle number, as shown by the accumulated
activity calculation shown in Figure 2 Note that the activity plots have logarithmic abscissa, so that the
apparent leveling off of the activity at high cycle numbers shown if Figure 2 is illusory. Finally, it is important to

note that during cold shut down (i.e., between the spikes in the specific activity shown in Figure ,

Figure 2 Accumulated specific activity for 60 Co versus real time (cycles). A 96.6% efficiency filters

clean up system is considered. The curves indicated the accumulated specific activity in the core, hot

leg, steam generator, and cold leg as indicated.

The data generated with the deterministic model (Figures and 2 were used to train the NN, as noted
above. Then the net was used to predict the specific activity in the same VVER, except that we arbitrarily
increased the ECP only during the shut down periods to 057 Vh, (i.e., 0.1 V more positive than the normal
shut down condition), as might be achieved by injecting an oxidizing agent into the primary coolant (Figures 3

and 4 Those two figures clearly demonstrate the importance of the ECP, which to certain extent can be
controlled with water chemistry. Thus, Figure 3 predicts that the day-to-day, ANN-simulated specific activity for
6OCo during shut down is reduced by a factor of 1 0 - 1 00, when the ECIP during the same period is increased by
a modest 0.15 V. Likewise, as shown by comparing Figure 2 and Figure 4 we predict that the accumulated
activity after four cycles will be reduced by a factor of about ten, which is a significant amount. If this prediction

can be confirmed by additional modeling and field testing, control of the ECP during shut down and also
perhaps during operation may prove to be an effective means of mitigating activity transport and the
development of radiation fields external to the cores of water-cooled nuclear reactors. We caution, however,
that this conclusion is based upon meager modeling work to date and hence it must remain tentative.

Figure 3 Simulated specific activity for 60CO versus real time (cycles) in a WWER in which the ECP

during shut down was lowered 1.5 V. A 96.6% efficiency of the filters clean up system is considered.
The curves indicated specific activity in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg as indicated. 

Figure 4: Simulated accumulated specific activity for 60CO versus real time (cycles) in a WWER in which

the ECP during shut down was lowered 1.5 V. A 96.6% efficiency filters clean up system is considered.
The curves indicated the accumulated specific activity in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold

leg as indicated.

Figure 5: ANN Simulated specific activity in a PWR for 60CO versus real time (cycles). A 6.6%

efficiency of the filters clean up system is considered. The curves indicated specific activity in the core,
hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg as indicated.

Figure 6 Simulated accumulated specific activity in a PWR for 60CO versus real time (cycles).

A 96.6% efficiency filters clean up system is considered. The curves indicated the accumulated

specific activity in the core, hot leg, steam generator, and cold leg as indicated. 

Figures and 6 shows the specific activity and the accumulated activity for 60 Co as predicted by the

ANN-simulation of a German PWR. The specific activity is predicted to be considerably lower than that
calculated for the VVER. Experimental data not shown in this paper confirm our findings. Notice that the same
filter clean up system efficiency for 60CO was adopted in both types of reactor. However the main difference in

the results reflects the different water chemistry employed in the two reactors, given that the wet area and the
initia 159CO in both reactors are comparable (differ by no more than 10-20%, which is not sufficient to explain the

results).



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The transport of activity (due principally to 6Co) in the primary coolant circuits of nuclear power reactors,
including PWRs and VVERs, has become a serious operating problem. The problem arises from the fact that
59CO, which originates as an impurity in nickel-base alloys and from hard-facing valve materials (e.g., Stellites is
transported into the core, most likely in conjunction with magnetite, where it is neutron irradiated to form 60CO,

which is a y -emitter. Subsequent changes in water chemistry and operating conditions causes the irradiated
material to be transported from the core to out-of-core surfaces, giving rise to high man-REM costs. We have
developed an Artificial Neural Network based model that considers the impact of reactor water chemistry
[dissolved hydrogen, water conductivity, temperature, pH, and corrosion potential (ECP)] and reactor operating
data (power, etc.) on the solubility of magnetite in the core, hot leg, steam generators, and cold leg as the plant
cycles through operating and shutdown periods. Based on the analysis of data from an operating VER over 4
cycles and from a PWR over five cycles, we suggest that transport of magnetite (and 60CO) from the SG to the
reactor core occurs on shutdown. Magnetite and Co is released to the out-of-core regions primarily during
start up and shut down transients. The principal importance of the water chemistry is that it controls the solubility
of magnetite, with the ECP having the greatest impact, and hence determines the direction of movement of
activity within the primary circuit.

In modeling the coolant circuit, we have used an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to capture the
relationships between the extent of sub saturation and super saturation with respect to magnetite solubility and
the independent variables that are considered to be of prime importance: temperature, pH, ECP. The ANN
employed in the present work was designed to be trained in a supervised manner, i.e., the ANN "learned" the
relevant relationships between magnetite solubility (and hence extents of sub saturation and super saturation)
and the important chemistry parameters (pH, temperature, and ECP). Once the net was trained, day-to-day
operational and water chemistry parameters of actual plants were used as input to test the model, and the ANN
estimated the solubility of magnetite at the four chosen locations and ultimately indicated the transport and
accumulation of Fe3O4 and 60 Co around the circuit.
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